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Molecular electronic states energetically below the highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO) should contribute to laser-driven high harmonic generation (HHG), but this

behavior has not been observed previously. Our measurements of the HHG spectrum

of N2 molecules aligned perpendicular to the laser polarization show a maximum at the

rotational half revival. This feature indicates the influence of electrons occupying the

orbital just below the N2 HOMO, referred to as the HOMO–1. Such observations of

lower-lying orbitals are essential to understanding the sub-femtosecond/sub-angstrom

electronic motion in laser excited molecules.

Tomographic imaging of molecules using high harmonic generation (HHG) has attracted wide inter-

est [1]. The method can be easily described in the framework of a strong-field three-step model [2, 3].

In this model, a portion of the electron wave function corresponding to the highest occupied molecular

orbital (HOMO) tunnels into the continuum and is accelerated in a strong oscillating optical field. This

continuum part of the wave function is treated as a free electron wave packet, which interferes coherently

with the bound part of the HOMO when it returns to the molecule. Recombination dipole radiation is

emitted on every half-cycle of the driving field and the coherent superposition of this radiation over mul-

tiple cycles forms a discrete spectrum of odd-order high harmonics. The spectrum contains information

about the HOMO structure. Tomographic reconstruction achieves sub-angstrom spatial resolution de-
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termined by the shortest de Broglie wavelength of the recombining electrons. The harmonics also carry

sub-femtosecond timing information due to the sub-cycle electron recombination. This high temporal

and spatial resolution can enable ultrafast movies of molecular orbital dynamics; however to date, only

the stationary HOMO has been imaged. Electron dynamics result from the coherent superposition of

multiple electronic stationary states. Observing sub-femtosecond electron dynamics therefore requires

the participation of multiple orbitals in HHG.

Here we report simultaneous HHG from two molecular electronic orbitals, the HOMO and the next

lower bound HOMO–1 in N2. The HOMO–1 participation emerges through enhancements in the HHG

signal at characteristic alignment angles of the molecular axis to the polarization of the harmonic gen-

erating pulse. The angular alignment is accomplished by impulsive rotational excitation of a cold (40K)

and dense N2 jet by a nonresonant femtosecond laser pulse [4]. In the vicinity of a rotational revival,

the molecules undergo a rapid change in alignment with respect to the polarization of a second laser

which produces HHG. Although in our experiment low order harmonics (15-25) show a weakening of

the harmonic signal if the molecular axis is perpendicular to the harmonic generation polarization, at

higher harmonic orders a peak appears that is highly pronounced in this configuration. We attribute the

minimum amplitude in the low harmonics to HHG derived predominantly from the HOMO; the peak at

higher harmonics is characteristic of HHG from the HOMO–1. The prominent peak at higher harmonics

shows three important features of the HOMO–1 that are predicted by semiclassical simulations and sim-

ple ionization arguments: the cutoff extends to shorter wavelengths compared to an isotropic ensemble; it

is strongest when the molecular axes are near 90o to the harmonic generation polarization; and it presents

itself most clearly near the cutoff.

Past studies of HHG from aligned N2 concentrated on the plateau region for orbital reconstruction

[1] and not on the cutoff region where the HOMO–1 signal is most pronounced. We observe that the

HOMO–1 signal is very sensitive to the molecular alignment and we tune our alignment parameters to

optimize the signal.
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The preferential field ionization of a more deeply bound state over a less deeply bound state is

possible because of the different geometries of the corresponding wave functions in the molecular frame.

This scenario is analogous to the field ionization of Stark states in atoms, where ml = 0 states ionize

more easily than ml > 0 states because the ml = 0 states overlap the saddle-point in the potential

[5]. Field ionization is most sensitive to the outer parts of the electron wave function near this saddle

point [6]. Figure 1A illustrates this point with cuts through isoprobability density surfaces of the HOMO

(solid line) and HOMO–1 (dashed line) of N2. The color indicates the relative sign of the wave function

amplitude. The orbitals are obtained by ab-initio calculations using an STO-3G basis set in the Gaussian

software package [7]. The N2 HOMO and HOMO–1 exhibit σg and πu symmetries, respectively. The

cuts through the HOMO and HOMO–1 orbitals show that the HOMO extends farther than the HOMO–1

along the direction parallel to the internuclear axis. Therefore the HOMO will preferentially ionize when

the electric field is parallel to the internuclear axis. The situation is reversed in the direction perpendicular

to the internuclear axis, where the HOMO–1 protrudes farther than the HOMO. This property is further

demonstrated in Fig. 1B which gives 1D cuts through the orbitals along the black dashed line in Fig.

1A. We conclude that the lower bound HOMO–1 ionizes more easily than the HOMO when the laser

field is polarized 90o with respect to the internuclear axis. This conclusion is supported by a strong field

ionization calculation for the HOMO and HOMO–1 orbitals [8].

Following strong-field ionization of a particular orbital, the acceleration of the electron in the laser

field results in an energy dispersed (chirped) electron wave packet. The recombining electron wave

packet is therefore a de Broglie wave, Φfree, whose instantaneous wavelength λdB changes as a function

of recombination time. The returning electron wave forms a superposition with the N2 orbital, inducing

a time dependent dipole moment described by 〈HOMO|ez|Φfree〉 or 〈HOMO–1|ez|Φfree〉 for the

respective orbital, as it moves across the N2 molecule. Figure 1C sketches the recombination step for

molecules standing parallel to the harmonic generation polarization. Recombination to the HOMO gives

rise to a large dipole since the expectation value of z can vary all along the long axis of the HOMO [1].
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The HOMO–1, however, will not produce any signal because the nodal structure reduces recombination

probability [9] and, in addition, the opposite parity of the two HOMO–1 lobes produces two dipoles that

cancel because of a π phase shift.

For recombination with the generation laser polarization perpendicular to the internuclear axis (Fig.

1D), the electron distribution of the HOMO is considerably more confined and yields a diminished dipole

moment compared with the parallel case. The HOMO–1 on the other hand is less confined than the

HOMO and will give rise to a correspondingly stronger time dependent dipole moment. We neglect

dipoles perpendicular to the harmonic generation polarization because they are not phase matched for

alignment ensembles with mirror symmetry around the plane formed by the harmonic generation polar-

ization and propagation vector of the laser pulse [10].

In order to optimize the HOMO–1 signal, the molecular axes need to be aligned perpendicular to the

generation field. We can achieve this through impulsive alignment in two different ways: The alignment

and generation polarizations can be set parallel, which leads to an anti-aligned ensemble just past the

half revival (4.4 ps) where the molecules are perpendicular to the laser polarization. Alternatively, the

laser polarizations can be perpendicular in which case a prolate (see Fig. 2C) ensemble with the desired

alignment occurs at the half revival (4.1 ps). We found that an alignment scheme with perpendicular

polarizations enhances the contrast of the HOMO–1 with respect to the HOMO.

The HOMO–1 has a characteristic spectral signature. Due to the larger ionization potential (IP) of

the HOMO–1, we expect the HOMO–1 to have a higher cutoff than the HOMO. The HHG cutoff is given

by 3.17Up+IP, where Up is the ponderomotive energy [2].

Figure 2A shows a diagram of the experiment. We split the output of a 1kHz, 30 fs Ti:Sapphire laser

system into two time-delayed pulses using a wavefront beam splitter. The first pulse (alignment pulse,

90 fs for optimal alignment, intensity Ialign = 2.5×1013 W/cm2) aligns the molecules, and the second

(generation pulse, 30 fs, intensity IG = 1.7 to 2.3×1014 W/cm2) generates harmonics from the aligned

molecules. The pulses are focused with a spherical mirror (R = 800 mm) into a supersonically cooled
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gas jet of N2 molecules in vacuum. The jet is positioned about 2 mm beyond the focus for optimal phase

matching [11]. The long alignment pulse excites a rotational wave packet in the molecules, leading to

periodic field-free alignment [4]. We examine the high harmonics generated near the half revival around

4.1 ps where constructive interference of the rotational coherence for N2 leads to a strong modulation of

the alignment parameter 〈cos4 θ〉 [12]. Here θ is the angle between the alignment laser polarization and

the internuclear axis. The lower part of Fig. 2B shows the calculated value of 〈cos4 θ〉 for a rotational

temperature of T = 40 K, and an alignment laser intensity of Ialign = 2.5×1013 W/cm2. The harmonics

between 20 and 70 eV pass through an Al filter (thickness 100 nm) into an imaging spectrometer where

the harmonics that are phase matched on axis (“short” trajectories) are selected by an aperture [13].

Figure 2B shows a false color plot of harmonic spectra collected for different delays between the

perpendicularly polarized alignment pulse and the harmonic generation pulse. The odd harmonics of the

fundamental radiation from the 15th to the 39th (cutoff) harmonic are modulated along the time axis by

the rotational revivals. The character of this modulation is similar for the lower harmonics but changes

for harmonics in the cutoff region. Specifically, the signal suppression in the plateau harmonics near

0.25 ps and 4.1 ps becomes an enhancement for cutoff harmonics.

We integrate over the center portion of each harmonic peak and normalize to the baseline alignment

signal. The resulting integrated harmonic signals are plotted from 3.5 to 4.7 ps time delays in Fig. 3A

for three values of the generation intensity IG. Concentrating on IG = 2.3×1014 W/cm2, revival traces

are plotted for harmonic 15, and 25 to 39, with the cutoff at harmonic 39. Harmonics 15 to 23 have

the same shape, and we plot harmonic 15 as a representative of these curves. Starting at harmonic 25,

the minimum at 4.1 ps begins to flatten and harmonics 31 and greater show a peak superimposed on the

minimum. At harmonic 39, the temporal structure is completely inverted compared with the trend seen

for harmonic 15.

A comparison with the 〈cos4 θ〉 characteristics in Fig. 2B shows that the harmonic signal is mod-

ulated by the molecular revival structure induced by the alignment pulse. The 15th to 25th harmonics
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have a minimum at 4.1 ps when a prolate alignment distribution appears in the direction perpendicular

to the generation polarization. A maximum occurs at 4.4 ps when an oblate distribution appears in the

plane orthogonal to the alignment polarization (see Fig. 2C). The alignment distribution and the ioniza-

tion and recombination characteristics of the N2 HOMO explain these revival signals. The minimum in

the revival signal at 4.1 ps occurs when alignment perpendicular to the generation laser polarization is

largest. As explained above, we expect low ionization and a small recombination dipole for the HOMO

under these conditions. At 4.4 ps alignment parallel to the HHG laser polarization is largest, resulting in

more ionization, a larger recombination dipole and thus a maximum in the HHG from the HOMO. These

observations connect the revival signal in harmonics 15 to 25 to HHG from the HOMO.

A different phenomenon is revealed for harmonics 25 and greater. As described above, a peak grows

out of the minimum at 4.1 ps leading to the inverted structure at harmonic 39. This peak is indicative

of HHG from the HOMO–1. We expect ionization and recombination to be stronger for the HOMO–1

compared with the HOMO when the molecular ensemble is oriented 90o to the generation laser polariza-

tion. Furthermore, the HOMO–1 signal should dominate at harmonic 39 because of the extended cutoff.

We show below that the evolution of this feature with harmonic number is also consistent with high har-

monics from the HOMO–1. The revival structures in harmonics 25 to 35 show attributes of both HOMO

and HOMO–1 harmonic generation where the HOMO contribution is strongest for the low harmonics

and the contribution from the HOMO–1 becomes prominent in the high harmonics.

The dependence of the HOMO–1 peak on IG was studied by introducing pellicle beam splitters

without changing the alignment intensity or any other parameter. The temporal modulation of each

harmonic changes with IG. For example, the 33rd harmonic for the highest IG shows a valley at 4.1 ps

and a peak at 4.4 ps attributed to the HOMO, superimposed on the peak at 4.1 ps attributed to the

HOMO–1. At IG = 1.9x1014 W/cm2 the same harmonic only shows the HOMO–1 peak; the HOMO

features are absent.

Our results bare some similarities to previous reports of inversions of the alignment-dependent signal
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in CO2, which were attributed either to interference effects [14] or to ionization depletion [15, 16]. The

aspects of the present work that allow us to eliminate these explanations cleanly are the perpendicular

geometry and the striking dependence of our spectra on the generating pulse intensity. The interference

model proposed in the previous work by [14] explains their observations for CO2 consistently and does

not predict a change of the revival structure with IG. In contrast, we observe that the revival structure

of N2 depends on IG, strongly suggesting the involvement of different orbitals that we propose. Fur-

thermore, ionization depletion effects that have been observed and analyzed in [15, 16] lead to specific

predictions for the harmonic intensity dependence on IG. In our geometry of a prolate ensemble aligned

perpendicular to the generation polarization, the ionization depletion model predicts an increasing har-

monic signal for increasing IG. This is opposite to the trend we observe at 4.1 ps in Fig. 3A (see for

example harmonic 29). Therefore, we rule out either of these alternative explanations for our data.

These simple arguments for multiple orbital contributions are supported by semiclassical simulations

of the recombination process in HHG. Details of our simulation procedures can be found in [17]. The

phase of a free electron wave Φfree is calculated by integrating the Lagrangian of an electron in the

electric field, neglecting the shape of the molecular potential (strong field approximation). We calculate

the dipole 〈HOMO|ez|Φfree〉 or 〈HOMO–1|ez|Φfree〉 for multiple angles α between the molecular

axis and the propagation vector of the recombining wave (z axis) and superimpose them according to

the calculated prolate molecular distribution at 4.1 ps [18]. The dipoles are Fourier transformed and

multiplied by ω4 [19]. Since we only take one ionization-recombination event into account we obtain

the envelope of the harmonics in Fig. 3B.

We estimate ionization and electron dispersion to have a small effect on the relative HHG amplitudes

of the HOMO and HOMO–1 via the following argument. The dependence of the N2 ionization on the

angle between the ionizing laser polarization and the alignment distribution has been studied [20]. A

comparison of this experimental result with the angular ionization dependence of the HOMO calculated

with the MO-ADK method [6, 20] allows us to estimate that the HOMO–1 has between 2 to 3.5 times
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the ionization rate of the HOMO. In addition, the dispersion of the free electron wave in the direction

perpendicular to its propagation is greater for the HOMO–1 compared to the HOMO, since the HOMO–1

is more compact (contains higher momentum components). The trends of ionization and dispersion

are opposite and we do not expect them to change the ratio of the HOMO to HOMO–1 HHG signal

considerably.

The HHG spectrum for the HOMO (black) has a clearly visible plateau and a cutoff at 60 eV, match-

ing the prediction of the cutoff law at IG = 2.3×1014 W/cm2. In the HOMO–1 spectrum (red), the plateau

region is reduced. The HOMO–1 spectral amplitude is small for low photon energies, but increases in the

cutoff region, in agreement with the experiment. The HHG cutoff for the HOMO–1 extends beyond that

of the HOMO by more than can be explained by the 1.3 eV difference in IP. It is now well-established that

the shape of a molecular wave function has a strong effect on the HHG spectrum [14, 21, 22, 23]. This

is the primary reason for the relative enhancement of the HOMO–1 component of the HHG signal in our

experiment. The model in [21] applied to the antisymmetric HOMO–1 predicts an HHG enhancement

for the condition ∆ = λdB/2, where ∆ is the separation between the two antinodes in the wave function

along the direction of the returning electron k-vector. For a prolate molecular distribution the prominent

direction is α = 90o which results in ∆ = 1.74 a0. The electron recombines releasing a photon whose

energy is equal to the sum of the electron kinetic energy and the ionization potential, and so this λdB

of 3.48 a0 leads to a maximum at 60 eV in the emitted spectrum. For molecules with smaller α, which

are also present in the prolate distribution, ∆ becomes larger. This results in a shift of the constructive

interference to larger λdB and smaller photon energies. Therefore, we expect a strong contribution from

the HOMO–1 in the energy range around and below 60 eV as seen in Fig. 3B. The cutoff for our inten-

sities lies in this energy range and we observe an agreement between the calculation and the data in Fig.

3. The full width at half maximum of the HOMO–1 spectrum in the constructive interference region is

20 eV for the highest IG and about 10 eV for the lowest IG. This trend agrees with the experiment: the

HOMO–1 feature is prominent from harmonic 25 to 39 corresponding to a width of 22 eV for the highest
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IG; for the lowest IG the peak appears from harmonic 25 to 31 corresponding to a width of 9 eV.
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Figure 1: A) Isoamplitude lines of the N2 HOMO (solid lines) and HOMO–1 (dashed lines). The color
indicates the sign of the wave function. The green disks indicate the position of the nuclei. B) Absolute
amplitude of the HOMO (solid red line) and the HOMO–1 (dashed blue line) along a direction perpen-
dicular to the internuclear axis, indicated by the black dashed line in A. C) Sketch of the recombining free
electron wave for the electric field creating the high harmonics polarized along the internuclear axis. A
strong dipole is induced in the HOMO, whereas no dipole is induced in the HOMO–1 (see text). D) Same
sketch as in C for harmonic generating field polarized perpendicular to the internuclear axis. Compared
with C, the dipole for the HOMO is weakened, whereas the HOMO–1 dipole is strengthened.
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Figure 2: A) Experimental setup. The 600 µJ, 30 fs pulse is split into alignment and generating pulses
with variable relative delay. The alignment pulse is chirped by a glass plate to 90 fs. The relative
polarization can be set to 90o by a λ/2 plate. The alignment pulse excites a rotational wave packet in the
molecules in a supersonic gas jet and the delayed generation pulse produces high harmonics from the
molecules. The light is dispersed by a flat-field toroidal grating (300 lines/mm) and collected by a MCP-
phosphor screen detector viewed by a CCD camera. B) Upper panel: Harmonic spectrum as a function
of alignment-generation delay in a false color plot (blue: low signal, red: large signal). Lower panel:
the calculated expectation value 〈cos4 θ〉, where θ is the angle between the alignment laser polarization
and the internuclear axis. C) Inset showing the angular distributions at the half-rotational revival, having
axial symmetry around the alignment polarization. At 4.1 ps the molecular axis distribution has a prolate
shape around the alignment polarization; at 4.4 ps after the alignment pulse it has an oblate shape. The
polarizations of the alignment and generation pulses are indicated by the arrows. The k-vectors of the
pulses point into the page.
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Figure 3: A) Experimental harmonic signals for three different generation intensities IG. The signals are
normalized to the harmonic signal of an isotropic ensemble. Therefore, the weak signals in the cutoff
are magnified. The cutoffs are located at harmonic 39, 35 and 31 for the three intensities shown. For
harmonic 15, a minimum at 4.1 ps is followed by a maximum at 4.4 ps. At higher harmonics, a peak
grows out of the minimum at 4.1 ps due to ionization from and recombination to the HOMO–1 (see
text). B) Simulations of the experimental harmonic spectral envelope for the three different generation
intensities of A, considering only the recombination step. We simulated the prolate molecular distribution
used in the experiment. The HOMO–1 spectrum (red dashed) has a larger amplitude than that of the
HOMO (black) in the cutoff region. The HOMO HHG signal is scaled by the factors shown in the figure.
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